In this work, we have used the pseudo-alloy atom model and higher-order perturbation theory based on pseudopotential approach to investigate phase diagram at different temperatures for Si 1-x Ge x solid solution system where x is the arbitrary (atomic) concentration of the second constituting element. We have also investigated the phase diagram near the melting temperature as well as at low temperatures and compared with the available experimental results. Our calculated phase diagram near the melting point agrees well with the experimental data.
Introduction
Group IV solid solutions such as SiGe, GeSn etc. exhibit unique optoelectronic properties. The Group IV semiconductor alloys have wide (direct) bandgap materials, and hence they are used in fabrication of optoelectronic devices. These systems also improve the transport and optical properties as compared to its constituting atoms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, the study of various physical properties of system is very important both for experimentalists and theoreticians. The knowledge of phase diagrams for alloy systems is essential to understand behavior of alloys. In spite of this importance, only very little information about phase diagrams at and around the melting temperature are available for Si -Ge system.
Ge
Si − Previously, we have successfully employed our own proposed potential [6-10] to investigate a large number of physical properties of various semiconductor systems. We fruitfully reported the total energy, bulk modulus and heat of formation of Si -Ge system [9] using our potential and hence this prompted us to make these calculations of phase diagrams at various temperatures with using our proposed pseudopotential [6-10].
Simulation details

Total energy calculations
For a covalent crystal with the diamond structure, if being based on the higher-order perturbation theory, the total energy per atom of the crystal [6-10] is given by
In Eq. (1), E i is energy contribution due to ion-ion interactions, usually known as the Madelung energy, E 0 is the energy of the homogeneous electron gas which is a sum of the kinetic energy, exchange energy and correlation energy, E 1 is the first-order energy of the valence electron due to the pseudopotential, E 2 is the band structure energy, and E cov is the covalent-correction term. The covalent term is approximately a sum of third and fourth-order perturbation energies, which is essential while we study electronic, elastic and vibrational properties of semiconducting materials [6-10].
Pseudo-alloy atom model
In these investigations of phase diagrams for solid solutions, we have the used pseudo-alloy atom model (hereafter referred to as PAA) [11] . In this model, a hypothetical monatomic periodic lattice is replaced by the disordered alloy. The screened potential form factor W s PAA (q) of an electron with a single PAA in the case of solid solution is given by 
where Z PAA = Z Si = Z Ge = 4 , is ion valency, e is the electronic charge, Ω is the atomic volume, q is the wave vector, and ε(q) is the static Hartree dielectric function. The parameter of the potential at various concentrations x is determined by ) )
The total energy E PAA (x) of the solid solution is calculated using the higher-order perturbation theory [ ] and with use of the above average screened potential (Eq. (2)) and potential parameter (as defined in Eq. (3)). In this work, we have used Sarkar et al. [12] local-field correction function to consider exchange and correlation effects on dielectric function.
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Heat of formation
The heat of formation ΔE(x) for solid solutions is defined as the energy difference between the energy of solid solution E PAA (x) and the energy of phase mixture E mix (x) which is given by
In the equation (4), the total energy of phase mixture of solid solutions for is given by
In the equation (5), E Si and E Ge are the total energy per atom of Si and Ge calculated with the equation (1).
Phase diagram at low temperatures
In this work, we have investigated the phase diagram at low temperatures as well as at melting temperatures.
The Helmhöltz free energy for the solid solution at the temperature T (in K) is given by [13] ( T
Then, the Helmhöltz free energy of formation for the solid solution [13] is equal to difference between and the energy of phase mixture which is given by
Here, in deriving the equation (7), the vibrational contribution to the internal energy and the thermal entropy were assumed to be independent of the alloy composition and the configurational entropy was taken independent of the random distribution.
Phase diagram near the melting temperature
For solid solution, the Helmhöltz free energy ( )
for the liquid phase at the temperature T (in K) is given by [13] ( ) ( )(
Similar to a solid phase, we can write the Helmhöltz free energy of formation for the liquid phase as given by
We have also taken into consideration all the assumptions as for the solid phase and we have also taken the heat of solution for the liquid phase
In order to perform numerical calculations of the phase diagrams near the melting point, we also assumed that the entropy change in the course of melting
where T m and L are the melting points and heat of fusion, respectively.
Results and discussion
Phase diagram at low temperatures
The presently investigated for system as a function of the concentration (x) is shown for three typical temperatures in Fig. 1 . Ge Si − Ge Si − Fig. 2 shows the calculated solubility limit of system. The system exists as phase mixture with 10 to 90% concentration of Ge. There exists a wide region of phase mixture at low temperatures.
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Phase diagrams near the melting temperature
In Figs 3a to 3c, the free energy curves ( ( ) ( T x F L , ′ ) ) Ge Si − It is seen from Fig. 3a that two curves coincide at x = 1 and 1200 K. The free energy of solid phase is negative throughout the x-region. Thus, system at 1200 K forms a solid phase. The free energy of a liquid phase is initially positive up to x = 0.54 and then after it becomes negative.
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The free energy curves and
′ for solid and liquid phases crosses at 1450 K as shown in Fig. 3b . Hence, this graph gives information about phase boundaries of these two phases. 
coincide at x = 0 and 1700 K temperature. The free energy of the solid phase as well as liquid phase is negative throughout the x-region. The value of ( )
is more negative than at a particular concentration, and this indicates that system transforms to the liquid state.
The calculated phase diagram near the melting point is shown in Fig. 4 for solid solution alongwith available experimental data [14] . From this figure, it is clear that the agreement of our calculation with the experimental data [14] is good.
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Conclusions
Thus, the phase diagram at various temperatures of solid solution are studied employing the present formulation of the model potential [ ] with the higher-order perturbation theory and the pseudo-alloy atom model [ Ge Si − 10 6 − 10 6 − ]. From the study of phase diagrams for the Ge Si − system at low temperatures, we can conclude that there exists a wide region of phase mixture at low temperatures. It is also evident from this study that the calculated phase diagram near the melting point for Ge Si − solid solution agrees well with the available experimental data [14] . Thus, our proposed potential [ 10 6 − ] is efficient to study various properties of Ge Si − solid solution, and hence this shows the strength of the potential. 
